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Trump takes aim at probes
STATE OF THE UNION »
President demands end of
‘resistance and retribution’
By JULIE PACE
AND CATHERINE LUCEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Face to face with
emboldened Democrats, President
Donald Trump on Tuesday called on
Washington to cast aside “revenge,
resistance and retribution” and end
“ridiculous partisan investigations”
in a State of the Union address deliv-

laborating with Democrats
ered at a vulnerable moment INSIDE
for his presidency.
■ Fact-check / A8 who are eager to block his
agenda. Their opposition
Trump appealed for bipartisanship but refused to yield ■ Local lawmak- was on vivid display as Demon the hard-line immigration ers respond / A9 ocratic congresswomen in
policies that have infuriated ■ Pelosi presents the audience formed a sea
of white in a nod to early
Democrats and forced the re- opposition / A9
20th-century suffragettes.
cent government shutdown. ■ GOP weigh in
Trump is staring down a
He renewed his call for a bor- on speech / A9
two-year stretch that will
der wall and cast illegal immigration as a threat to Americans’ determine whether he is re-elected
or leaves office in defeat. His speech
safety and economic security.
Trump accepted no blame for his sought to shore up Republican suprole in cultivating the rancorous at- port that had eroded slightly during
mosphere in the nation’s capital, and
he didn’t outline a clear path for colTURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A8
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President Donald Trump delivers his State of the
Union address Tuesday to Congress in Washington.

WINTER WEATHER » White blanket covers higher elevations in county

Snow-covered hilltops

Pope Francis

Pope
admits
nuns
abused
Pontiff acknowledges
for first time that sisters
have been assaulted
By JASON HOROWITZ
AND ELIZABETH DIAS
NEW YORK TIMES

ABOARD
THE
PAPAL
PLANE — Pope Francis said
Tuesday that the Roman Catholic Church has faced a persistent
problem of sexual abuse of nuns
by priests and even bishops, the
first time he has publicly acknowledged
FIRST MASS
the issue.
IN ARABIA
Catholic
nuns
have
180,000 people
accused clerhear message
ics of sexual
of peace at Pope
abuse in reFrancis’ first
cent years in
worship service
India, Africa,
in Arabian
Latin AmeriPeninsula / B1
ca and in Italy, and a Vatican magazine last
week mentioned nuns having
abortions or giving birth to the
children of priests. But Francis
has never raised the issue until
he was asked to comment during
a news conference aboard the
papal plane returning to Rome
from his trip to the United Arab
Emirates.
“It’s true,” Francis said.
“There are priests and bishops
who have done that.”
The pope’s admission opens a
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Kendall-Jackson vineyards are covered in snow Tuesday along the foot of Black Mountain with the Mayacamas Mountains in the background.
By RANDI ROSSMANN
AND ANDREW BEALE

A black tail
deer wades
through snow
along Pine Flat
Road above
Alexander
Valley on
Tuesday. The
forecast for
this week calls
for sunny to
partly sunny
skies through
Thursday.
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torm clouds gave way to bright blue
skies Tuesday, revealing ridgelines
and hillsides blanketed by a fresh and
rare covering of snow from one end of
Sonoma County to the other.
Pat Cruz, a wine educator at the Locals
Tasting Room in Geyserville, looked out
the window about 3 p.m. Tuesday and saw
a dusting of snow on Geyser Peak.
“It wasn’t like you look up and you see
Mt. Fuji. It looked more like a sparkling
white lace across the top of the
TURN TO SNOW » PAGE A2
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Hearing set on Thompson’s gun bill
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Rep. Mike Thompson’s campaign to
curb gun violence through mandated
background checks on firearms purchases appears to be on the verge of
success — six years after the Connecticut school massacre that inspired it.
With members of Thompson’s party
in control of the House, the St. Helena
Democrat’s bill — the most expansive
background checks measure he has
introduced since 2013 — is scheduled
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for a hearing Wednesday by the House
Judiciary Committee.
And with 229 co-sponsors, including
five Republicans, Thompson anticipates a House floor vote approving
the measure he has backed since the
slaying of 20 children and six adults
at Sandy Hook Elementary School in
December 2012.
“This is a new day: We will have
a hearing and we will get results,”
Thompson said in a statement. “No
longer will Congress be silent on this
issue.”
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The silence has been enforced by
Republican House leadership since
Thompson and a New York Republican, Rep. Pete King, first proposed
expanded background checks for gun
purchases in 2013, with 150 co-sponsors.
“We’re more than halfway home,
but we still have a lot of work to do.
We’re not giving up,” the two lawmakers said in a statement at the time.
Thompson had been appointed
TURN TO THOMPSON » PAGE A2

PLAN TO LEASE HOSPITAL: Palm Drive Health
Care District reaches agreement with Modesto
group to administer Sebastopol hospital / A3
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Rep. Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena, introduces
legislation Jan. 8. on Capitol Hill to expand background
checks for sales and transfers of firearms.
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